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Acrylic Mirror: Baby Mirror (Shatterproof)
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          Description

          
             Dimensions: 300mm (H) x 210mm (W)






Baby safe play mirrors for self recognition and baby play  Many people have purchased these and put the valcro on the back then attached to the floor so the babies can crawl over and see them selves dribble does not worry this product.  Ideal Tummy Time resource.

Click here stand as it is sold separately 



Our acrylic mirrors are extremely versatile in play environments such as paint play




How can playing with mirrors help my baby learn?Mirrors are a great way to help babies explore. Try holding baby in front of the mirror. They may even reach out to touch the “baby” in the mirror. Eventually, they will learn they are seeing their own face and start to recognize their reflection.
While looking in the mirror with your baby, you can use this chance to help develop their vocabulary! Say the different parts of the face as you point to them on your face and baby’s. If you are in front of a bathroom mirror with baby, that is a great place to respond to baby’s babbling and make noises with baby. The extra echo makes it even more fun!
A mirror is also a great way for baby to practice visual tracking. Make silly faces at baby in the mirror and see if they imitate you or make a different face back. Get siblings involved too for fun, bonding time! Supporting EYLF outcome 1 and 3
Click here to view all of our Mirrors These mirrors are great for learning centres and home use as there is no fear of shattering

This product is also suitable for art activities. Use water on a cloth or window cleaner is suitable Please note that this mirror is scratch-resistant and not scratch proof. 
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